
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

This  program is  started  with  analyzing  the  inputted  word,  determining

which is a single sentences or compound sentences. The program can determine

from the conjuntion word. If it is a compound sentences, it will be inserted into a

difference table. The word inserted into the CYK matrix table by inserting the

inserted word from the last word until the first word. Below is the example of n

CYK matrix table if the inserted sentence consists of 6 words.

 After inserting into the table, the program will read from the right bottom

to the left top. The first element to look for is description. The program read from

a txt file to compare with the inserted word. The description is indicated by the

preposition, such as  di, ke, karena, ketika, and etc (Berbahasa Indonesia dengan

Benar, Dendy Sugono). If there is any same word, it will be saved as description.

The  same thing  did  to  determining  the  predicate.  For  example  is  using  word

adalah  or  ialah. The predicate of a sentence can be  adalah or  ialah  (Berbahasa

Indonesia  dengan Benar,  Dendy Sugono). To determining a  predicate  also has

other method. The first method is knowing the basic word from a words with affix

with a helper from sastrawi and comparing with the characteristic of an affixed

word.  in Indonesian, the transitive verb has six possible forms, those are men-,
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Table 5.1: CYK matrix table
TO

1 2 3 4 5 6
0 0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6
1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6

FROM 2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6
3 3-4 3-5 3-6
4 4-5 4-6
5 5-6
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men-kan, men-i, memper-, memper-kan, memper-i word (Bahasa Indonesia yang

Salah dan Benar). After the predicate, there is usually an object and complement.

But it possible if there just an object, or just complement, or even neither. The

object can be determined if the predicate has an affix  me- or  di-, then the next

word will be an object. The element of this sentence is mandatory in the order of

sentences that predicate active verbs (usually beginning with me-) are not found in

passive sentences or intransitive sentences (predicate with verbs beginning with

ber-, ke-an) (Bahasa Indonesia yang Salah dan Benar). But the me- affix, can also

be a determiner for the complement if there are also affixes behind it (me-kan,

me-i). For this case, after the predicate will be an object and after the object will

be a complement. Complement can also determined if the predicate has an afiix

be- or ke-. In this case, the complement is directly behind the predicate. Because

of  the  subject  always  at  the  very  beginning,  so  when  the  program  found  a

predicate, the first word until the word before the predicate is determined as a

subject.

The program can directly determine the elements if it just a two word, it

will be set as a description if passed the description check. If it is not, the first

word will be the subject and the second one is the predicate. The next one is if the

inputted sentence is 3 words, it has some possibility. The first one is when the

second word is a characteristic of a predicate, so the first word is a subject and the

rest of it is the predicate. Second, is when the second word is “itu”, then the first

and second word is  subject  and the  third  is  the  predicate.  Third,  is  when the

second word is a characteristic of a description, so the first word is predicate and

the second and third word is description. Fourth, is when the lemmatizer is found

the  second  word  as  a  predicate,  then  the  first  one  is  subject,  the  second  is

predicate,  and  the  third  is  determined  by  the  characteristic  of  object  or

complement.
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5.2 Testing

This is the display of the program. 

These are example of the program and its output. 

Illustration 5.1: Initial appearance of the program

Illustration 5.2: Sample program with result S-P-O-K
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Furthermore, below is the table with the inputted sentence and the output.

Table 5.2: Testing and Result

No. Inserted Word
Result (Based on word order)

S P O Pel K

1 Dia berjalan W1 W2 - - -

2 Rio sedang tidur W1 W2-W3 - - -

3 Tio melempar bola W1 W2 W3 - -

4
Gadis itu meninggalkan

desanya
W1-W2 W3 W4 - -

5
Orang tuanya membekali

doa
W1-W2 W3 W4 - -

6
Darti berasal dari

bojonegoro
W1 W2 - - W3-W4

7 Gadis itu sudah pergi W1-W2 W2-W3 - - -

8
Ariani meletakkan

tangannya di atas kemudi
W1 W2 W3 - W4-W6

9
Dia menyerahkan kunci

kepada saya
W1 W2 W3 W4-W5 -

10 Anak itu melemparkan W1-W2 W3 W4 - W5-W6

Illustration 5.3: Sample program with result S-P-O-Pel-K
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tasnya ke lantai

11
Rennel memberi Ita buku

kamus
W1 W2 W3 W4-W5 -

12
Sandra membawakan saya

buku baru
W1 W2 W3 W4-W5 -

13
Orang itu membuatkan

inem rumah
W1-W2 W3 W4 W5 -

14
Ayah dipinjami uang oleh

pengusaha itu
W1 W2 W3 - W4-W6

15
Masalah harga sedang
dibicarakan di genewa

W1-W2 W3-W4 - - W5-W6

16
Sebagian harga bbm

diturunkan
W1-W3 W4 - - -

17
Kebijaksanaan itu disambut

oleh masyarakat
W1-W2 W3 - - W4-W5

18
Lawan politiknya pergi

tanpa pertumpahan darah
W1-W2 W3 - - W4-W6

19
Rakyatnya bangkit di

bawah kepemimpinannya
W1 W2 - - W3-W5

20
Masa resesi melanda dunia

usaha
W1-W2 W3 W4-W5 - -

21 Saya datang, lalu ia pergi W1,W4 W2,W5 - - -

22
Anak itu meniup seruling,

dan teman-temannya
bernyanyi

W1-
W2,W6

W3,W7 W4 - -

23
Ayah pulang dari kantor

saat malam hari tiba
W1,

W6-W7
W2, W8 - - W3-W8

24
Dia mewakili bangsa

Indonesia
W1 W2 W3 W4

25

Kakek membaca koran
ketika nenek tidur di kamar

dan tidak ada pekerjaan
lain yang harus

diselesaikan

W1,
W10

W2,
W10-
W11

W3 W4-W8
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Number 24 is example of a wrong answer, the object should be on the third  and

fourth word, but the program identified the last word as a complement. This can

be happened because from the characteristic, after found a predicate with affix

me-i, then after the predicate is object, and after object is complement. 

Number 25 is a wrong answer too, the second sentence (after the conjuntion dan)

is incorrectly identified. Because one of the prefix of predicate is tidak, then the

first and second word is identified as a predicate.
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